
Can Gaza humanitarian pause be
starting point for end to Israel-Hamas
war?
LONDON: Humanitarian aid organizations want the four-day truce between Israel
and the Palestinian militant group Hamas that came into effect on Friday in
Gaza after weeks of fighting to become a permanent ceasefire.

The truce is intended to facilitate the flow of aid into Gaza and will see
Israel swap 150 Palestinians held in its jails with 50 of the hostages taken
by Hamas during the Oct. 7 attack that triggered this latest wave of
violence.

Israel summons Spanish, Belgian
ambassadors following criticism during
visit to Rafah
RAFAH, Egypt: The Israeli government said Friday it would summon the Belgian
and Spanish ambassadors following remarks by Spanish Prime Minister Pedro
Sánchez and his Belgian counterpart Alexander de Croo on the war between
Israel and Hamas.
The announcement came after the two leaders criticized Israel for the
suffering of Palestinian civilians under Israeli military operations in Gaza.
Sánchez also called for European Union recognition of a Palestinian state,
saying Spain might do so on its own.

Turkiye, UK forge landmark defense and
security deal
ANKARA: Two NATO allies, Turkiye and the UK, have sealed an agreement to
bolster their collaboration on defense and security initiatives.

The joint statement of intent, inked by British Defense Secretary Grant
Shapps and Turkish Minister of National Defense Yasar Guler on Nov. 22, aims
to establish a framework for joint endeavors that are anticipated to fortify
the security and prosperity of both nations while contributing to global
stability, the UK government said via its official website.
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Hamas sources say Israel hostages
handed over to Egypt
GAZA STRIP, Palestinian Territories: Two Hamas sources told AFP that some of
the hostages seized in the October 7 raids on Israel were on Friday handed
over to the Red Cross for return to Israel, via Egypt.
“Half an hour ago, the prisoners were handed to the Red Cross who will take
them to the Egyptians” at the Rafah crossing, one of the sources said.
“They were handed over to the Egyptian side,” the source added.
A source in the military wing of Hamas confirmed the handover, adding: “This
is the first group under the agreement.”

Egypt’s El-Sisi calls for recognition
of Palestinian state
CAIRO: Egypt’s President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi on Friday appeared to discredit
the moribund Israel-Palestinian peace process and instead called on the
international community to recognize the Palestinian state.
During a joint news conference with the prime ministers of Spain and Belgium
in Cairo, El-Sisi said reviving the process aimed at ending the Israel-
Palestinian conflict “may not be what is required.”
“The results of this path faltering for 30 years tells us that we must” adopt
a different approach, he said.
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